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Introduction

Introduction
Purpose
The Harvard Climate Collaborative’s Annual Report serves two important roles. First, the document aggregates the
perspectives offered by students at each of Harvard’s schools. The student members of the Harvard Climate Collaborative
(HCC) have identified ideas, opportunities, and challenges for achieving emissions reductions. Second, the document
provides a written summary of student-led undertakings from each academic year, both to furnish future student leaders with
a record of past actions, and to demonstrate continued student participation in the collective sustainability effort.
Authorship
The HCC Annual Report is produced and distributed by the student members of the HCC; these contributors are
environmental leaders on their respective campuses, and are thus uniquely positioned to speak knowledgeably about resource
use and campus culture as they pertain to issues of sustainability.
Audience
The report is intended for a diverse audience. It is a source of information and concrete ideas for University administration
and faculty working towards emissions reductions, a means of promoting institutional memory for student environmental
leaders, and a means of communicating recent accomplishments and further needs to the broader Harvard community.
Secondarily, the report is suitable for an external audience hoping to learn about the student perspective and to cull lessons
from this collective process of working towards emissions reductions at Harvard.
Distribution
The report will be disseminated in the following ways:

•

As digital files (.pdf) and hard copies sent to President Faust, Executive Vice President Edward Forst, Office of
Sustainability Director Heather Henriksen, and each of the administrators and staff members who presented at the
HCC meetings

•
•
•

As hard copies sent to the deans of each school at Harvard
As digital files sent to each of the HCC student representatives
As a downloadable .pdf file on the HCC blog (www.harvardclimatecollaborative.wordpress.com)

blog: www.harvardclimatecollaborative.wordpress.com
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The inaugural HCC meeting, 10.27.2008

Tom Vautin speaks with students, 11.24.2008

Ed Forst and Heather Henriksen, 12.15.2008

HGSE student representatives, 2.23.2009

email: climatecollaborative@gmail.com

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
The 2008-2009 Annual Report is structured as follows:
“Section I: Ideas, Recommendations, Opportunities” of this report explicates two points of discussion which have been
the most meaningful and challenging to the HCC reps over the course of the year. Though numerous other topics have arisen
as well, two questions – the question of how students and administrators might better communicate amongst themselves
and with each other in regards to sustainability goals, and the question of how effective current student action has been and
how to best put the intellects and skills of students to use in achieving GHG goals – have distinguished themselves as the two
areas in which there is perhaps the most room for students and administrators to collectively pursue significant changes and
which hold tremendous promise in determining how the Harvard community responds to the challenges of achieving its
sustainability goals in the coming years.
“Section II: Member Group Reports” contains the individual reports of each of the HCC’s member groups. HCC student
representatives were asked to share basic information about each of their groups, to provide an overview of group actions
undertaken in the past year, to highlight one or two of those actions, to describe lessons learned and obstacles to overcome,
and to look ahead towards next year by suggesting possible actions and collaborations for the future.
“Section III: Overview of Monthly Meetings, 2008-2009” summarizes important points from the HCC meetings that
have taken place over the course of the academic year. These meetings have served as the primary forum for communication
between HCC members and University admnistration; the discussions from each carry valuable lessons to be learned in
pursuit of emissions reductions and sustainability goals.
“Section IV: Conclusions” sums up the work of the HCC and insights gleaned from the meetings and discussions.
“Appendices” contains a series of documents which can be resources for students and administrators as they plan for student
action, evaluate current initiatives and projects, and further the role and effectiveness of the HCC over the coming months.

A Brief Explanation of the Harvard Climate Collaborative
The Harvard Climate Collaborative serves as a communication network and transparency tool, bringing together key student
and administrative leaders to ensure continual knowledge-sharing, progress, feedback, and accountability while working
towards Harvard’s 2016 emissions reduction goal. It has helped to fill, but by no means entirely satisfied, the following crucial
roles in this evolving emissions reduction process:
•
•
•
•
•

As a channel of communication between student leaders at different schools
As a channel of communication between administrators and students
To ensure accountability and transparency in the ongoing reduction process
To focus Harvard’s human assets on this challenge
To ensure continuity and institutional memory in the face of continual student body turnover

blog: www.harvardclimatecollaborative.wordpress.com
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HCC Membership, 2008 - 2009
The following individuals were selected for their demonstrated commitment and current leadership positions in campus
environmental groups, and have acted as the representatives for their respective schools at HCC meetings.
HCC Coordinators
Aron Chang ’09 (GSD)
Spring Greeney ’09 (College)

Harvard Medical School (HMS)
Erin Bettendorf ‘12
Kelsey Smith ‘12

College
Karen McKinnon ‘10
Gracie Brown ‘11

Harvard School of Public Health (HSPH)
Kevin Banahan ‘09
Julia Roos ‘10
Peter James ‘12

Graduate School of Design (GSD)
Shannon Simms ‘09
David Lewis ‘08
Harvard Business School (HBS)
Garrett Smith ‘09
Todd Orenstein ‘10
Harvard Law School (HLS)
Amy Lawrence ‘10
Craig Altemose ‘10

Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (GSAS)
Stephen Jensen ‘12
Daniel Chandler
Moeko Yoshitomi ‘11
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (SEAS)
Josie McVitty ‘09
Justin Parrella
Harvard Graduate School of Education (HGSE)
Andrew Costigan ‘09
Lina Swislocki ‘09

Harvard Divinity School (HDS)
Emma Crossen ‘09
Tiffany Curtis ‘11
Harvard Kennedy School (HKS)
Andrew Foss ‘09
Allison Myers ‘10

Harvard Institute for Learning in Retirement (HILR)
Marty Leape
Charles Allen
Harvard Extension School
Nicole Desantis ‘10
Jake Bowman ‘09

email: climatecollaborative@gmail.com

I. Recommendations

I. Recommendations
In their capacity as environmental leaders and students representing each of Harvard’s schools, HCC members identify two
thematic recommendations that they offer to administrators, students, and faculty alike. Our members feel that it is necessary
to address each of these concerns in order to catalyze action and continue to move sustainability from its current position as a
niche concern to that of mainstream consideration. Specifically, our membership cites the need for the following:
•

Improved communication — within and between administration, student bodies, and faculty at Harvard’s largely
decentralized schools about changes (institutional, programmatic, academic) and progress towards achieving our
shared emissions reduction goals.
Inspired cultural change — galvanized by challenging student intellect, rewarding student-led innovation, and
promoting social networks along with academic and professional opportunities for all stakeholders.

•

In this section, we will explore each of these needs using the following framework:
o
o

Perceptions held by students as related to the needed strategic change
Opportunities and specific suggestions identified by students themselves as means through to address
these challenges

Improved Communication
Greater and more diverse means of communication and best-practice sharing between various actors working towards
emissions reductions are still needed.
Improved Communication: Perceptions
Our student membership indicates time and again that they remain uncertain about what institutional changes have been
adopted since the official October announcement of the University-wide emissions reduction goals. Specifically-named
perceptions include the following:
•

•

•

“There is a lack of clarity about what is actually happening to reduce emissions.”
o Little widespread communication of institutional changes and implementation strategy has followed
since the excitement of the October 22 kick-off event with Al Gore. Many students believe that the fall
event was a special occurrence which has had little impact on their actual day-to-day lives, their research
and studies, and their careers. Most students are unaware of the changes undertaken on an institutional
level and remain largely uncertain of measures their own schools are taking as part of the effort to meet
the 30% GHG reduction goals.
“What does ‘Green is the New Crimson’ mean?!”
o Symptomatic of this is the disillusionment many students feel towards the “Green is the New Crimson”
slogan plastered throughout Harvard Yard. What does that message really mean and how is the
University acting to make that statement true?
“We students could do more if we knew more.”
o HCC representatives are also critical of the work of their own student groups. Group activities and
initiatives seem to stick to the tried and true, with few new projects and follow-up that embody the
urgency felt at the Fall Kick-off event.

Improved Communication: Opportunities and Suggestions
•

Regular updates from key administrators
o Students request more direct communication from key administrators working on implementation and
emissions reduction strategy. Regular emails (monthly, quarterly, or once per semester) from deans,
Office for Sustainability Director Heather Henriksen, Executive Vice President Ed Forst, and President
Drew Faust serve as a clear statement of the University’s priorities and encourage students to stay abreast
of campus changes related to emissions reductions.

blog: www.harvardclimatecollaborative.wordpress.com
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•

•

•

•

•

Regular Office for Sustainability (OFS) communications with student leaders
o OFS could provide student environmental leaders, perhaps through the HCC, with quarterly packets
of information about the University’s most recent efforts, key indicator data, and also critical issues that
are of special pertinence to student bodies. It is important that student leaders have such information to
work with so that they, in turn, can help effectively help as outreach bodies to their local student bodies.
Another possibility is for OFS to maintain a list of students willing to volunteer to help out; OFS should
convene these students on a regular basis.
Improved communications within and between schools
o HBS students have come together with faculty, administrators, and operations staff in an informal
manner as a Sustainability Working Group. They work together as a team on strategies for reaching
environmental goals, rather than having the stakeholders operating in separate silos. Such creative and
fluid organizational possibilities are critical to improving communications within schools. Students and
administrators should foster the growth of such collaborative bodies, and should encourage and support
the work of organizations such as the HCC or the recently created Harvard Energy and Environment
Club, which help to share information between schools and between students and administrators as well.
Annual school-specific report cards
o HMS and FAS both work with the OFS to produce reports on school-wide progress pertaining to
sustainability. This should be expanded to the other schools across the University to encourage bestpractice transfer and accountability, and to provide a useful means of comparison between schools.
Continued introduction of feedback mechanisms
o Greater use of feedback mechanisms can create an atmosphere in which students are active members and
caretakers for the success of emissions reduction efforts and other sustainability goals. The new energy@
fas.harvard.edu address, to which students can report incidences of energy waste, serves as an apt model,
as students who want to be involved or to contribute ideas are currently not sure how to do so or who to
contact. However, this potentially effective mechanism has not been widely publicized.
More visual displays of data
o Many students have asked about a graphic device akin to the fundraising thermometer that can track
progress of a key sustainability indicator at each of the schools. Visual data and informative graphics—in
electronic, print, and on-campus display form—can get students excited about taking part in a larger
effort by the whole community.

Cultural Change
Cultural Change: Perceptions
•

•

•

“REP, Green Teams, and the Sustainability Pledge don’t really inspire behavior change in students who don’t already care
about environmental issues.”
o Though these programs serve an important function by raising awareness and channeling the energy of
those who already care about environment and sustainability, their strategies cannot and should not be
the sole means of broader cultural change. They rely largely on (1) existing social relationships and peer
pressure (“My friend asked me to turn off my computer, so I guess I will.”) or (2) on-campus competitive
spirit (between dorms, between buildings, between departments, and the like); such appeals are limited
in their effectiveness in galvanizing the widespread cultural change necessary to reduce the University’s
emissions.
“I have little incentive to change my behavior.”
o Students are only indirectly responsible for the costs of their energy consumption, and can continue
to leave computers on and appliances unplugged as long as there is no accountability (metering) or
financial incentives (cost) provided to each individual.
“My education is my top priority; everything else is secondary.”
o A Harvard education comes with a large price tag and even larger expectations; for students, their first
priority is almost always academics, and rightly so. They largely approach their work with student groups
(environmental or otherwise) as an “extra” activity and secondary priority unless this extracurricular
work is perceived as (1) a form of education in itself, (2)a form of career experience and skill
development, or (3)an positive addition to their social lives. We will discuss each of these in the next
section on “recommendations.” The preceding is an important observation for Harvard faculty and OFS
to remain mindful of when considering student participation in achieving sustainability goals.

email: climatecollaborative@gmail.com

I. Recommendations

•

“If ‘Green is the new Crimson,’ why has nothing changed?”
o University administrative structure, course offerings, academic requirements, and incentive structures
have not changed to mirror the magnitude indicated in this declaration of University priorities.
Changing student behavior and achieving true sustainability (and emissions reductions) will take
serious reconsideration of the functioning of this institution and greater deliberation—intellectual and
administrative—about what exactly ‘sustainability’ comprises.

Cultural Change: Opportunities and Suggestions
•

•

•

Approach sustainability as an evolving and truly interdisciplinary effort
o The intellectual capabilities of this institution uniquely position it to engage with fundamental questions
such as “What is sustainability?” and “How do we measure progress towards sustainability?” That we do
not yet have clear-cut answers to these questions need not lead to paralysis and inaction. Instead, there
is great potential for interdisciplinary scholarship and collaboration between parties that do not typically
work together. Much of the science that is needed to attain the emissions goals we have today is already
there, but what is lacking is the political and cultural will to enact the necessary changes. Thus what
political scientists, sociologists, and historians have to offer are as crucial to real change as the work of
climate scientists and building managers.
Encourage big ideas to tap existing student innovation, intellect, and ambition
o Efforts to arouse excitement amongst students must appeal to their intellect and natural curiosity. It
is crucial to remember that achieving emissions reductions can presents pedagogical and career
opportunities very much in line with existing student priorities; it is merely a matter of tapping this
student energy and ambition. In these ways, emissions reductions and sustainability will be seen as an
opportunity to develop new skills, participate in new lines of research, and to explore new possibilities
within each student’s respective field.
Specifics: What might culture-changing programmatic shifts look like?
o Office for Sustainability for-credit internships
• One HCC representative is already serving in this capacity and receiving course credit for
his work with the Office for Sustainability. Semester-long or year-long internships under the
guidance of a professor and an OFS associate offer a model for new forms of interaction and
learning.
o Social entrepreneurship fund: Similar to the Berkeley Big Ideas competition (http://bigideas.berkeley.edu)
or the MIT 100K Innovation Challenge.
• The existing Harvard College Innovation Challenge (http://www.harvardstudentagencies.com/
i3/default.asp) can be tapped as a program that can be expanded for this effort.
o Interschool Charettes during Orientation Week or January Term – Orientation and January Term are just two
of many excellent opportunities for the University to encourage cross-school collaboration and student
ingenuity in tackling real-world challenges. These charettes can elevate issues of sustainability to the level
of other demands on students’ time (classes, extracurriculars, etc.) and contribute to cultural change in
a proactive and rewarding manner. For example, teams of students and advisors from the GSD, HBS,
GSAS, and the College might gather to brainstorm for the topic of “Messaging Sustainability at Harvard:
The Crimson, The Gazette, and the Web.” Over the course of the week they might study the issue and
recommend changes to a panel of peers, administrators, and journalists. A more detailed explanation is
offered here: (http://harvardclimatecollaborative.wordpress.com/2008/12/17/an-idea-harvard-interschool-charettes/ )
o Student-taught classes – HCC representatives have also suggested the possibility of student-taught classes,
perhaps during the January Term, with more knowledgeable students providing brief seminars on specific
issues related to sustainability. A GSD student, for example, might provide lessons on energy-modeling
software for buildings while a College student studying statistics might team up with an engineer to teach a
class on developing useful life-cycle analyses for materials.
• Existing model: Tufts Experimental College (http://www.excollege.tufts.edu/)

blog: www.harvardclimatecollaborative.wordpress.com
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II. Member Group Reports
2008 - 2009
Overview

We pose an annual survey of action and progress to each of our student members. The questions in the 2008 - 2009 survey
are as follows:
Student Group Overview:
•
Group name, year of founding, website
•
Names, class year, e-mail addresses of group officers
Actions for the Year
•
Overview of group actions undertaken that year
•
“Spotlighted” actions (1 – 2 examples), including individuals/group collaborators, audience(s) reached, impact (qualitative or
quantitative)
•
Identification of important allies (student, faculty, staff) in the school or community
•
Lessons learned
Looking Ahead:
•
Possible actions or collaborations for next year
•
Desired information or support, and possible sources (e.g. “Shad Hall monthly energy usage statistics; University Operations
Services”); other challenges moving forward
•
Group leaders and email addresses for the following year, if known

The following is an alphabetical listing of the HCC constituent groups who responded to the survey; responses are included
in this report alphabetically by school group, as follows:
Harvard Business School - Business and Environment Club, Student Association Senate
Harvard College - Environmental Action Committee (EAC)
Harvard Divinity School - ECOdiv
Harvard Extension School - Harvard Energy and Environment Club (HEEC)
Harvard Graduate School of Arts & Sciences - [Green Team]
Harvard Graduate School of Design - Green Design
Harvard Graduate School of Education - Sustainability Educators Coalition
Harvard Institute of Learning in Retirement - HILR Green Team
Harvard Kennedy School - Energy & Environment Professional Interest Council (EEPIC)
Harvard Law School - Environmental Law Society (ELS)
Harvard Medical School - Students for Environmental Awareness in Medicine (SEAM)
Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Science - [Green Team]
Harvard School of Public Health - Environmental Health Club (EHC)

email: climatecollaborative@gmail.com

II. Member Group Reports, Overview and HBS

Harvard Business School
Student Group Overview:
Business and Environment Club: Educate future business leaders on the important relationship between business and the
environment. Garrett Smith, MBA/MPA 2009, VP of Policy
http://www.hbs.edu/mba/studentlife/clubs/businessandenvironment.html
Student Association Senate: Serve as the main interface between the MBA student body and the faculty and administration. The
goal of the SA is to address the needs of the student body in order to make the HBS experience as rewarding and enjoyable as
possible. Todd Orenstein, MBA/MPA 2010, Senator
http://sa.hbs.edu/
Harvard Business School
http://www.hbs.edu/environment/
Actions for the Year:
• Formation of the HBS Sustainability Working Group
The Sustainability Working Group has helped drive progress and coordination amongst the disparate groups on campus,
including students, faculty, operations, the dean’s office, HGCI, and the Social Enterprise Initiative. It brings all stakeholders
to the table; limits duplication of effort; creates a knowledge base about sustainability activities on campus; and provides
a forum where people from different areas of campus can collaborate on activities for the HBS community around
environmental sustainability. The Working Group will define a comprehensive sustainability strategy that entails operations,
research, curriculum, behavior, culture, and communication.
• HBS Business & Environment Website (http://www.hbs.edu/environment/)
Launched in late 2008, the website serves as a central information source about HBS efforts in the realms of faculty and
research, curriculum and student activities, campus and operations, and alumni leadership.
• Operations & Restaurant Associates
Both the Business and Environment Club and the Student Senate has worked with Restaurant Associates, the HBS food
provider, to reduce HBS waste and GHG emissions. Composting programs and other efforts have increased reclaimed waste
to 53% of total waste despite a steady increase in students and facilities. Prior to the program, HBS reclaimed 19% of its
waste and sent 81% to area landfills. Conservation and waste management efforts have reduced the total amount of waste,
recyclables, compostables and trash by more than 50 tons since 2002.1
HBS Sustainability Groups and Allies:
• Business and Environment Club: Career-focused HBS club educating leaders on the relationship between business
and the environment.
• Student Association Senate: Policy/Operations-focused body that serves as key interface between the MBA student
body and the faculty and administration.
• Green Representatives: Behavior-change focused group of section and residential housing representatives that
promote green living and sustainable practices in HBS classrooms and residence halls.
• Field Study Groups: Research and teaching projects pairing second year MBA students with faculty to research and/
or work with green organization and subjects.
Key Learnings:
• Institutional knowledge transfer saves time and duplication of effort
• Individual student initiative can create success
- Shad PV
- Sustainability Committee (website, inventory, faculty meeting)
- Independent studies generate faculty interest
• Advocates can help advance the work
- Social Enterprise Initiative has resources/interest
- Operations is responsive
• Dedicated resources help achieve momentum
- Independent study projects are for credit, and therefore do not get sidelined
- HBS Sustainability Manager and Research Associate focus are dedicated resources
1

http://www.hobartcorp.com/sustainabledesign/doc/hcfs/harvard.pdf.

blog: www.harvardclimatecollaborative.wordpress.com
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Looking Ahead:
• Enhance student-operations feedback loop: Set up regular meetings between HBS Operations and student focus
groups to ensure direct and immediate feedback on operations’ sustainability efforts.
• Ramp Up Green Week: Promote student awareness of HBS sustainability efforts via visual displays and guest
speakers during spring 2009.
• Enhance transparency and information availability: Push for greater real-time feedback on sustainability initiatives
and feedback from Office of Sustainability on university-wide strategies and best practices.
Leadership, 2009-2010 (likely)
Todd Orenstein (torenstein@mba2010.hbs.edu)
Evelyne White, tentative (ewhite@mba2010.hbs.edu)

email: climatecollaborative@gmail.com

II. Member Group Reports, HBS and Harvard College

Harvard College (Faculty of Arts & Sciences)
Student Group Overview:
Environmental Action Committee (EAC)
Founded 1979 by Mary Babic
www.greencrimson.com
Select Group Officers and HCC Members:
Chair: Karen McKinnon ‘10, mckinnon@fas.harvard.edu
Secretary: Gracie Brown ‘11, lgbrown@fas.harvard.edu
Actions for the Year:
At the outset of the 2008-09 school year, the EAC was active in helping to organize events during the week celebrating
sustainability that included Al Gore’s address to the campus. We organized events ranging from small discussions with
students moderated by a professor to movie showings to town hall discussions about the future of sustainability at Harvard.
After the successful completion of the week, the EAC switched its focus to more local actions, such as organizing a bike
sharing program on campus and hosting small educational discussions with students while remaining invested in Harvard’s
greenhouse gas reduction commitment. Additionally, the EAC has expanded our sphere to include taking action in local, state
and national politics as well as doing service events such as participating in weatherizing projects in the community.
One of the most exciting projects of the year has been the organization of a bike sharing program on campus. Through the
program, the EAC hopes to encourage students to view cycling as an acceptable, practical and enjoyable way to commute and
travel. We have been working with the facilities staff and house masters to pilot the program at two undergraduate residential
houses. Pending a successful pilot, we will expand the program to include many if not all of the houses in the future.
Given Drew Faust’s new commitment to sustainability, we have found a high level of support among the staff, especially within
facilities. We hope to increase and improve our communication with the Office for Sustainability. One of our active subgroups, Sustainable Allston, has found many allies in the Allston community who are interested in working with the EAC in
order to further our mutual goals. Harry Mattison has been one of our strongest allies in the community.
This year was a transition year for the EAC, as we moved from being an advocacy-oriented and Harvard-centric group to
one that expanded its view beyond the Harvard community through many smaller actions. This has required an increased
commitment to good communication within the group in order to ensure each member feels a connection to the larger
unifying goal and that everyone can have an opportunity to get involved at any time. Good communication and group
cohesiveness will together ensure that the EAC is an actively functioning body that can make large positive change.
Looking Ahead:
Looking ahead, the EAC has a commitment to reaching out to the Harvard College community of students, faculty, and
administration as well as the wider communities of college, governments, and citizens beyond Harvard. We plan to take the
small lessons we have learned in our time here and apply them on a larger scale to the lives of other students and to broader
communities. Next year we will continue integrating environmental consciousness into the everyday of lives of our fellow
students through their studies and career plans. As well, we hope to continue working with the administration to publicize and
work towards President Faust’s GHG emissions reductions goals.
More specifically, the EAC has designed two projects this spring, which we will implement in the fall, Verifast Bike Share and
Green Internships. May 2009 will be a trial period for the bike program. In the fall we can reassess the program and make any
changes necessary. At that point we will consider enlarging the project to be available to a greater number of students. As well,
we hope to use our micro-program to provide a template for a Harvard-wide bike program or a Cambridge bike program.
Next fall we will assess the feasibility of this and reach out to the broader community for input.
Secondly, next year we hope to implement our Green Internships program. This spring we spent time gathering termtime internships for students. Next year we will publicize the available internships to students and connect students
with employers. From there, we will build a community of the students in our internship programs to form a network of
information and contacts for both students and employers.
Desired Information/Support Structures:
The EAC was very invested in the GHG task force of spring 2008. As the University puts together an additional set of task
forces to plan for the commitment, the EAC hopes that we can remain abreast of the discussions and decisions of these
blog: www.harvardclimatecollaborative.wordpress.com
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bodies. Regular updates and discussion with students from administrators and members of the task forces would be
welcomed by the EAC.
Looking Ahead:
Leadership, 2009 - 2010
Chair: Katie Walter ‘10, walter@fas.harvard.edu
Ottoman (co-chair): To be elected in May 2009

email: climatecollaborative@gmail.com

II. Member Group Reports, College and HDS

Harvard Divinity School
Student Group Overview:
ECOdiv (Founded Spring 2008)
Website: http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k44621&tabgroupid=icb.tabgroup74981
Group Officers (HCC members starred)
*Emma Crossen, MDiv 2010, ecrossen@hds.harvard.edu
*Tiffany Curtis, MDiv 2011, tcurtis@hds.harvard.edu
Josh Griffin, MDiv 2009, pgriffin@hds.harvard.edu
Whittney Barth, MDiv 2011, wbarth@hds.harvard.edu
Actions for the Year:
In the fall we participated directly in three initiatives. ECOdiv hosted a booth at the Oct. 22 Al Gore event in Tercentenary
Theater. We used this opportunity to publicize our group, provoke thought about the connections between ecology, religion,
theology, and ministry, and to build our network of contacts. Two days prior, we hosted a lunchtime lecture and discussion
with an anthropologist from Indiana University who studies bottled water consumption. In November, we hosted Bill
McKibben during his Boston visit for a conversation at HDS about the role of religious groups in 350.org.
During the second semester, we have initiated plans for future projects, including the start of a community garden at HDS,
increasing CSA participation, and a film series in the fall. We are also hosting multiple showings of “Story of Stuff ” and are
coordinating Earth Week activities with the HDS Green Team and Boston Theological Institute. These will include a full-day
conference entitled “Ministry for Earth Community,” environment tours of the campus surroundings, a film showing, and
hosting the HDS noon service, a weekly event. HDS Green Team continues to work on greening the HDS facilities.
Even more exciting, after casual talk about a garden on campus, ECOdiv invited interested community members to talk
about starting a garden in spring of 2009. As of April, 2009, a proposal is approved, a plot is selected and the Garden Group
is recruiting volunteers to start planting in late April. The effort is very much a collaboration of students and staff, and
particularly the Director of Facilities and the HDS organic landscaper. Other support has come from HDS’s neighbor, the
OEB department, who is providing compost and greenhouse space.
Spotlighted Actions:
Earth Week Activities
• Environment tours: Guests from the Biology Dept will be invited to lead lunchtime walking tours of the immediate
HDS surroundings, talking about birds, plants, greenhouses, etc. in the HDS neighborhood. This idea was initiated
in an HDS Green Team meeting.
• Noon service: Each week, a student group at HDS hosts a noon service, which is usually in a religious tradition.
ECOdiv will design and lead the service on April 22, offering a ritualized space to connect environment with
spirituality.
• Film showing: We will support Green Team in a screening of “Manufactured Landscapes.”
• “Ministry for Earth Community: a one-day conference on the implications of ecology for ministry”: featuring local
and regional speakers and a variety of workshops. This is being organized through the BTI Religion and Ecology
Program and will be promoted to Boston theological schools. We also intend for the conference to include the
ground-breaking (or other ceremonial recognition) of a new HDS community garden.
• These events will be open to all, with the intention that the variety of times and activities will provide multiple entrypoints for staff, students, faculty, and the wider Boston community.
Important Allies:
HDS Green Team (primarily a staff committee that is open to participation from students and faculty). HDS is a very
supportive community. Our Facilities Director is especially knowledgeable and enthusiastic. We also benefit from our location
near the Department of Organismic and Evolutionary Biology and the Herbaria and we hope to take better advantage of these
neighborly resources. Some faculty are interested, but at present HDS has no faculty with an ecological area of focus.
Lessons Learned:
1. The administration and facilities staff is a highly supportive resource and has taken initiative for much of the greening at
HDS.
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2. It’s important to get momentum going around the ideas. That is, if enough people are talking causally about an idea, such
as a community garden, schedule a meeting and organize to make it happen.
Looking Ahead:
Possible actions or collaborations for next year
Implementation of the HDS Community Garden; Increasing CSA participation among students, staff, and dining services;
Increasing curricular opportunities through existing courses, new eco-focused courses, and extra-curricular academic
activities, etc.
Leadership, 2009 - 2010
Emma Crossen, MDiv 2010, ecrossen@hds.harvard.edu
Tiffany Curtis, MDiv 2011, tcurtis@hds.harvard.edu
Whittney Barth, MDiv 2011, wbarth@hds.harvard.edu

email: climatecollaborative@gmail.com

II. Member Group Reports, HDS and Extension School

Harvard Extension School
Student Group Overview:
Harvard Extension Environmental Club (HEEC)
The HEEC was founded in 2004.
http://www.harvardec.org/
Select group officers and HCC members
Nicole DeSantis
Jake Bowman
Actions for the Year:
• Founded the Environmental Water Focus Special Interest Group
The Water Group was founded in January 2009 as a social group of the HEEC. The HEEC Water Group’s mission is
to facilitate dialogue about local and international water issues on campus and in the community. The Water Group
is interested in linking major water issues to climate change and the impact on the ocean environments. The Water
Group also plans to participate in activities such as movie night, Boston Harbor Cleanup on Earth Day, and plans to
host various water specialists as speakers. The first Water Group meeting was February 11 and had over 25 students
and faculty in attendance.
•

Joined up with Alexandra Cousteau’s Blue Legacy
Students at the extension school were invited to research on behalf of Alexandra Cousteau’s Blue Legacy Expedition
Blue Planet trip. Expedition Blue Planet is an expedition around the world charting water issues and the impact
of water shortages often linked to climate change. The Harvard Extension Environmental Management students
comprise the majority of the Blue Legacy research team. The Water Group currently acts as gathering place for
all the extra energy and enthusiasm generated by the project. Further, the Water Group helps students chart the
progress and travel of Alexandra Cousteau by following her blog and web updates.

•

Attended Local Conference and Events
The New England Aquarium and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution hosted “Changing Climate, Changing
Coasts: a joint symposium on climate change and the marine environment,” on Feb. 5, 2009 at the Moakley Federal
Courthouse, which was attended by several of the HEEC and Water Group members. Many HEEC and Water
Group members also plan to attend the Boston Sea Rovers annual clinic, a two day event designed to educate the
public about the underwater world, effects of climate change on the oceans, and diving.

•

Hosted Movie Nights and Environmental Socials
The HEEC hosts several movie nights each semester. Films that are shown have an environmental focus and
offer opportunity for discussion of a range of environmental topics. In addition to movie nights, the HEEC hosts
environmental socials which can be informal events or major socials such as the Winter Solstice. These socials
happen each semester to help students network and meet other students in the environmental management program

Lessons Learned:
Pat Shea recommends to “go after the easy stuff first”. This is a valuable lesson because it makes sustainable initiatives less
daunting and often this costs less money. However, this method can also be time-consuming. The Extension School is a good
model for small steps that can be taken, learning from other parts of Harvard the best practices.
Looking Ahead:
Major Goals to Reduce Energy Use in Extension School Buildings include:
• switching bulbs in EXIT signs to energy efficient LEDs
• conducting workstation audits
• reevaluating practice of printing 100s of pages of nightly reports
• reducing the number of physical servers by utilizing virtual servers
• reviewing lighting practices at 53 Church Street and One Story Street
• adjusting HVAC systems: lower/raise temperatures and change start/stop
• times of units at 53 Church Street and One Story Street
Possible Actions/Collaborations Next Year:
• The Water Group is interested in understanding and communicating the connection between climate change and
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•

water issues such as sea-level rise, ocean acidification, coral bleaching, etc. This will help show students, faculty and
staff how their choices for energy use and GHG foot print are impacting both our local and global environment.
The HEEC and Water Group are interested in collaborating with other student organizations to learn about their
activities, strategies for student action, and methods for GHG assessment and education.

Allies:
Patrick F. Shea, Manager of Building Operations at 51 Brattle Street
(617) 998-8440
pat_shea@harvard.edu
Linda Armstrong Cross, Director of PR/Media Relations
(617) 998-8530
linda_cross@harvard.edu
Rob Gogan, Harvard Recycling and Waste Management
617) 495-3042
rob_gogan@harvard.edu
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II. Member Group Reports. Extension School and GSAS

Harvard Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Student Group Overview:
While there are a number of environmental groups and green teams in the GSAS, there is not a central or coordinating
environmental group, and there has been relatively little communication between these groups and HCC representatives.
Currently existing groups include:
• Three ‘Green Teams’ within GSAS. Green Teams are small groups of staff, faculty and student members in a
department, building, or office who work on projects to make their office more sustainable.
• Earth and Planetary Sciences (EPS) Green Team http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~epsgreen/index.html: the EPS
Green Team was one of Harvard’s first green teams and has been greening the EPS Department for years.
• Molecular and Cellular Biology (MCB) Green Team: the MCB Green Team was formed in 2008 with a focus on
greening both labs and office practices.
• Organismic and Evolutionary Biology (OEB)/Herbaria/Biolabs Green Team: this team was formed in 2008. One of
the first projects the group tackled was improving the recycling infrastructure in their buildings.
• Harvard Energy Journal Club (http://www.hcs.harvard.edu/hejc/, contact Mark Winkler, winkler@physics.
harvard.edu). This club meets weekly to discuss a technical article regarding the science, technology, or economics
of energy. Its primary purpose is to develop better understanding of energy issues and policy.
• Harvard Energy and Environmental Club (contact Ernst van Nierop, nierop@seas.harvard.edu). This club is
currently under formation, but aims to be an umbrella group for energy and environmental groups at Harvard.
HCC Representatives:
Daniel Chandler, danchandler86@gmail.com, special student
Moeko Yoshitomi, moeko@fas.harvard.edu, G3 (also a member of EPS and SEAS Green Teams)
Stephen Jensen, sjensen@fas.harvard.edu, G2
Actions for the Year:
It is probable that actions have been taken of which the HCC representatives are unaware. Listed below, however, are those of
which we are aware:
• Actions in the GSAS dorms have emphasized raising awareness of conservation. GSAS has one of the worst
recycling rates across the dorms on campus. Several poster campaigns were run to educate residents on the types of
things that can be recycled and to encourage water and electricity conservation. GSAS dorms had a program where
all students could pick up a tote bag with a reusable mug, a CFL light bulb, and an information packet on conserving.
•
EPS actions include winning the Energy Competition in 2007, installing dual flush toilets, using green
cleaning products, upgrading light bulbs, buying a departmental bike, and hosting a green seminar series.
• The OEB/Herbaria/Biolabs Green Team has focused on improving recycling infrastructure in their buildings.
Allies:
•
•
•

Bob Burne, gsasfm@fas.harvard.edu: facilities manager of the residential halls, very environmentally aware and
interested in keeping things green.
Jillian DeMair, jdemair@fas.harvard.edu: president of the Graduate Dormitory Council for the GSAS dorms,
extremely committed to environmental causes.
Margot Gill, (Administrative Dean, GSAS) and Garth McCavana (Dean for Student Affairs, GSAS) although we
haven’t yet met with the Deans they are very open to talking and have expressed support for out activities, and we
plan to meet with them very soon.

Looking Ahead:
• The most important action for the coming year is to establish a more central environmental group for the GSAS
which can help coordinate environmental activities. GSAS is unusual for not having such a group already, and this
is naturally a high priority. This group would focus primarily on actions that can be taken with regards to greening
GSAS buildings and operations, and on raising student awareness of and participation in these efforts.
To this end, we have organized to meet with Kyle Brown, the Graduate Student Council President, and
plan to meet with Margot Gill and/or Garth McCavana, two GSAS Deans. These meetings will be the starting
point of efforts to work more closely with GSAS staff and faculty in improving the sustainability of GSAS. Ideally
we will be able to organize a student group or committee which can work closely with GSAS staff and foster
communication with the HCC, Office for Sustainability, and other environmental groups.
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•
•

We would like to see Green Teams set up in more of the GSAS Faculties, and hope to encourage this through the
above group.
Some more specific actions we hope to take include: standard double sided printing for all GSAS buildings;
give a reusable coffee mug at the GSAS lunch held for all incoming students; compost food in Dudley House
(the graduate dining hall); decomposable plates and silverware at Harvard; make energy audits more visible by
projecting statistics on monitors in different buildings.

Desired information or support and possible sources:
It would be useful to have a clear summary of exactly what institutional structures are in place in the different schools, and
what environmental actions have been taken. Information as and when it is available about the Office for Sustainability’s
work in implementing the commitments made at the start of the year would be much appreciated.
Leadership, 2009 - 2010:
Moeko Yoshitomi (moeko@fas.harvard.edu) and Stephen Jensen (sjensen@fas.harvard.edu) will both be here next year.
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II. Member Group Reports, GSAS and GSD

Harvard Graduate School of Design
Student Group Overview:
GSD Green Design (founded Fall 2004)
http://studentgroups.gsd.harvard.edu/greendesign/
Select Group Leadership and HCC Members
David Lewis, MUP 2009 (dlewis@gsd.harvard.edu)
Shannon Simms , MLA I 2010 (ssimms@gsd.harvard.edu)
Actions for the Year:
Green Design organizes its programming around four different event areas: extra-curricular enrichment, inter-school
collaboration, greening Gund Hall, and social activities. Our extra-curricular events include hosting lectures and workshops
with experts and sending students to professional conferences. In the past year, we’ve hosted Prof. Steffen Lehmann for a
talk about regenerating cities, and Chyi-Yun Huang, who gave a talk about eco-cities in China. Nine students from the GSD
attended Green Build, a major national conference and expo celebrating the latest in green building techniques and products.
Our interschool events have included participating in the Harvard-wide sustainability kick-off (featuring Al Gore), and a
mulit-disciplinary conference including a panel on Green Housing. We also hosted a day long charrette, a design and planning
workshop, for the Neutral Ground Initiative, a non-profit that is working to help rebuild public spaces in New Orleans. Finally,
as part of its Greening Gund initiative, Green Design has helped GSD building services promote recycling and composting,
distributed refillable coffee mugs to all incoming students, and organized a “stuff swap” where students were able to exchange
unused building and modeling materials. Related to work conducted for a course, several Green Design members engaged
in developed a building energy model for Gund Hall, surveying students and staff about energy usage patterns, collecting
building utility data from facilities managers, and running a multi-factor computer model to estimate typical energy demand
and efficiency parameters in the hopes of informing the ongoing Gund Hall renovation process.
Upcoming events include at least one more expert lecture, a conference on climate change and landscape architecture, a
design competition on how Harvard should deal with the economic slowdown, and perhaps a short series of field trips
throughout the Boston area.
“Spotlighted” Actions:
Mug distribution: For the second consecutive year, Green Design distributed refillable mugs to all incoming students for the
purpose of reducing the amount of paper coffee cups used throughout the course of the year. The mugs were purchased with a
combination of student activity funds as well as assistance from the GSD Alumni Council. A graphic was printed on the mug
depicting the trend in garbage production over the past eight years to highlight the direct impact reducing paper cup waste
has.
NGI charrette: Green Design partnered with the non profit Neutral Ground Initiative to host a design charrette. The Neutral
Ground Initiative is composed of several faculty and students from a BAC New Orleans studio, who, after their studio ended,
decided to stay involved in the community where their studio took place. As hurricane Katrina fades into the past, much of
the money and interest in helping rebuild the lower 9th ward is drying up, despite the fact that there is still a great need. NGI
works on street space to beautify neighborhoods as people slowly return to repair their homes. Designing and maintaining
this highly visible public space raises the morale of the neighborhood. NGI was the perfect example of an ideal way that
design students can push their school work beyond an intellectual exercise and do work that really makes a difference. By
collaborating with Green Design, NGI was able to expand outside of their mostly BAC group of faculty and students.
Charrette attendees included GSD, MIT, Tufts and Umass Amherst students, as well as a number of professionals.
Allies:
TransUrban, faculty group
Kevin Cahill, building manager
Mohsen Mostafavi, dean
LandGSD, student group
SoCA, student group
Rob Gogan, Harvard Recycling and Waste Management
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Lessons Learned:
Plan early. By the time the school year starts, it is almost too late to start planning because the student co-chairs are so busy
with school. Setting an agenda before the semester begins – contacting speakers, arranging tours, etc. – to the maximum
extent possible will yield the best programming.
Distribute the work load. Green Design has four co-chairs who largely fulfill the administrative functions of running an
organization: budgeting, communication with members, organizing meetings. Many of our events were planned and
executed by “general members” of the organization, which serves the dual purpose of keeping the workload for the co-chairs
from becoming overwhelming and instilling ownership of events among all of the groups’ members.
Looking Ahead:
Possible actions or collaborations for next year:
(see above for a description of upcoming events for this school year). Green Design has great potential to expand its role
“greening Gund,” facilitating information sessions among students and staff about best management practices. With the
ongoing expected renovation of Gund Hall, Green Design should be the primary student voice for advocating that the
building be redeveloped to the highest practicable energy and environmental standards, supporting its position with
ongoing research. Green Design should also continue to develop relationships with peer environmental groups at other
Harvard schools and at MIT, as well as with other student groups in the GSD. Pooling resources with other groups will
allow Green Design to host larger events, events more frequently, and events with more of an opportunity to spread its
organizational message. Finally, Green Design should seek to enlarge its presence in service experiences outside of the GSD,
such as it did with the NGI charette. Graduate students offer enthusiasm and sufficient professional experience to benefit
community organizations, non-profits, and underserved communities.
Desired information or support and possible sources (e.g. “Shad Hall monthly energy usage statistics; University Operations
Services”); other challenges moving forward
Continued involvement in HCC, to exchange information with other environmental student organizations on campus.
Published statistics on energy use in Gund Hall. The President’s office and the Dean of the GSD are collaborating a lot right
now over the Ecological Urbanism conference, would like to build off this relationship, make Yardworks installations an
annual tradition. Would like to set up a committee of staff, faculty, admin and students at the GSD similar to the one at the
Business school.
Leadership, 2009 - 2010
Unknown at this time
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II. Member Group Reports, GSD and GSE

Harvard Graduate School of Education
Student Group Overview:
Sustainability Educators Coalition (founded Fall 2008)
Website: http://isites.harvard.edu/hgse_e4e
Founders and Co-directors, HCC members:
Lina Swislocki, HGSE ’09 (pms776@mail.harvard.edu)
Andrew Costigan, HGSE ’09 (apc309@mail.harvard.edu)
Group Mission Statement:
“The mission of the Graduate School of Education’s environmental group, The Sustainability Educators Coalition, is to
position sustainability at the forefront of the dialog at HGSE. Our mission has four core areas: 1) Serve as a student voice at
the Ed School on issues of sustainability and environmental awareness; 2) Engage in “greening” the GSE campus through
concerted facilities and behavioral changes; 3) Develop relationships with student and professional groups across Harvard
and throughout the region to foster interdisciplinary dialogue; 4) Augment the traditional syllabus with curricular and extracurricular educational programming and provide an increased range of exposure to leading theoretical and practical ideas in
environmental education.”
Actions for the Year:
This year the group accomplished several goals. First, a group was established and made official in the SGA and Student
Affairs, Next, a collaborative effort with the Office of Sustainability’s Green Team member yielded a large number of HUGSE
students taking the Sustainability pledge. If our school wins, the suggestion has been made to place solar panels on the roof
of one of our buildings. Also, instructions are now posted for two-sided copying and printing in the Gutman Library. Finally,
plans are underway to place composting bins in the Conroy Commons which is the Ed School’s small café.
Furthermore, we presently have several action items in the works. We are collaborating with the School of Public Health to
bring a filmmaker to campus during Earth Week. We are screening “When the Creek Runs Red,” a documentary film about
the largest Superfund site in America in Picher, Oklahoma and hosting a post-screening discussion. Also, we are coordinating
a forum surrounding the topic of green schools. This is in conjunction with students at the Graduate School of Design and the
School of Public Health.
Important Allies
Dara Beth Olmsted has been a strong ally as well as members of the climate collaborative. These individuals have shared their
insights regarding how to navigate the Harvard community and get things accomplished. It should be noted that it is difficult
to form, build interest, and maintain a group at a school where the typical residency for a student is one year.
Looking Ahead:
Next year it would wonderful if the group remained in existence. Furthermore, the involved HGSE students might meet
with faculty members and review the Ed School’s input in the university wide conversation regarding the environment,
sustainability etc. Perhaps they could be begin with an examination of what courses are offered by the Ed School that
contribute to this dialog.
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Harvard Institute of Learning in Retirement
Group Overview:
Green Committee (organized in 2006)
Current co-chairs and HCC members:
Charles Allen – ceallen1@verizon.net
Marty Leape – mpleape@comcast.net
Actions for the Year:
In the fall of 2007, we held a week-long Green Fair with exhibits and information on recycling, energy conservation, green
products for the home, etc. Leith Sharp, Director of the Harvard Green Campus Initiative, introduced the Fair and informed
our membership how Green Campus would help us team up with the rest of the University.
Our co-chairs were welcomed at the meetings of the REPs and EAC to share ideas and projects with the College students.
In the spring, we joined their drive to get signatures on the EAC petition asking President Faust to set a date for achieving
climate neutrality. Zach Arnold and Karen McKinnon of the EAC came to HILR and addressed 65 members at our regular
Friday morning meeting, kicking off an aggressive drive which produced 275 signatures, or about 62% of our spring semester
attendance.
Last summer, Charlie Allen led a drive to petition Dean Shinagel to enter 51 Brattle in the FAS Green Building Competition.
Leonie Gordon, Director of HILR and Assistant Dean of DCE, supported the petition wholeheartedly. Dean Shinagel
appointed a Green Team of all the stakeholders in the DCE, which meets monthly. Having undertaken aggressive action on
energy conservation and recycling, 51 Brattle led all the FAS buildings in the competition at the end of December.
In October, Professor James McCarthy led a two hour lecture and discussion on “Rapid Climate Change in the Arctic” with
a capacity crowd of about 100 members. We have also held numerous lunch time meetings including:
 descriptions of greening buildings at Harvard,
 lighting and heating homes with geothermal and solar panels,
 energy conservation at home (N-star),
 and Massachusetts legislative action on GHG reduction with State Senator Marc Pacheco.
To encourage members to bring mugs for their coffee and decrease the use of paper cups, we established a new price
structure in our Common Room – 50 cents for coffee in a mug, one dollar in a paper cup.
Lessons Learned:
We have learned that our members have an idealistic predisposition to support a cause such as Greening Harvard, but that
it is not easy to translate this into effective and continuing action. Our Green Committee core group has not grown much
beyond the original 16 committed members. There are many reasons for this:
 HILR’s 80-some courses take precedence and they require exacting research and reporting;

Study Group Leaders spend much time in preparation and running the classes they teach;
 members also have many social and community commitments;
 and some older members have to ration their energy.
Looking Ahead:
We still need to find a way to infuse HILR with the spirit and energy that attracted our co-chairs to the EAC. We need to
find the equivalent of their Valentine’s Day signature drive on a frosty February when the girls dressed in short skirts and
high heels; handed out chocolate kisses to the boys, faculty and staff; and carried signs “We Need A Date” (for climate
neutrality).
After a cold, snowy, and icy winter, we are considering a Green Spring Celebration, when our snowbirds have returned for
the second half of the Spring Semester. The festival would be held in our bricked courtyard at noon with music and balloons
and hopefully an inspirational speech by Heather Henriksen, director of the Office for Sustainability.
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II. Member Group Reports, HILR and HKS

Harvard Kennedy School
Student Group Overview:
Harvard Kennedy School (HKS) Energy & Environment Professional Interest Council (EEPIC)
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/kssgorg/Environment/
Year of founding unknown – before 2006
Co-presidents 2008-2009
Andrew Foss, MPP 2009 (andrew_foss@ksg09.harvard.edu)
Jessie Ma, MPA 2009 (jessie_ma@ksg09.harvard.edu)
Georges Sassine, MPP 2009 (georges_sassine@ksg09.harvard.edu)
Representatives to HCC 2008-2009
Andrew Foss, MPP 2009 (andrew_foss@ksg09.harvard.edu)
Allison Myers, MPP 2010 (allison_myers@ksg10.harvard.edu)
Actions for the Year:
EEPIC representatives to HCC are working this year with the HKS Green Team to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
raise environmental awareness at Harvard Kennedy School. The HKS Green Team is organized under the Harvard University
Office of Sustainability and is composed of staff and students, including the president of the Kennedy School Student
Government. Activities by the HKS Green Team over the past year include zero-waste events, introduction of single-stream
recycling, and increased use of organic and local foods in the cafeteria. As part of their collaboration with the HKS Green
Team, EEPIC representatives to HCC are planning events at the Harvard Kennedy School in celebration of Earth Day on
April 20. This continues the tradition set by Denis Hayes, the coordinator of the first Earth Day in 1970, who also attended the
Harvard Kennedy School. The events will alert members of the school community to contemporary environmental challenges
and will encourage them to help address these challenges.
Looking Ahead:
Next year EEPIC will deepen its collaboration with the HKS Green Team to improve energy efficiency and environmental
performance at the Harvard Kennedy School. Membership in EEPIC has grown significantly over the past two years, and the
growth is expected to continue next year. This combination of expanded involvement and broader support should ensure that
EEPIC again contributes next year to meeting the Harvard University Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Goals.
Leadership, 2009-2010
Anna Berkowitz, MPP 2010 (anna_berkowitz@hks10.harvard.edu)
Alex Zheng, MPP 2010 (alex_zheng@hks10.harvard.edu)
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Harvard Law School
Student Group Overview
Harvard Environmental Law Society (Founded 1970)
Website: http://www.law.harvard.edu/students/orgs/els/
Group officers (HCC members starred)
*President: Amy Lawrence
Secretary/Treasurer: Danica Anderson
Social/Outreach Chair: John Oppermann
Speakers Chairs: Vicki Shiah & Rachel Evans
*Advocacy Chair: Craig Altemose
Green OCI Chair: Nick Morales
Alumni/Career Relations Chair: Dan Silverman
Actions for the Year:
The Environmental Law Society is primarily a forum for speakers of interest to the law school. We have hosted numerous
speakers from environmental organizations, including representatives from Defenders of Wildlife, the Navajo Nation,
and the NRDC. We’ve hosted an environmental summer job panel, monthly environmentally-themed movie nights, and
advocacy meetings that aim to outreach to local government officials about climate change issues. We’ve also been working
with our office of career services to create a Green OCI program for next fall. In September, we went whale watching.
Spotlighted actions:
The ELS has many allies in its professors. Unfortunately, several of them have left the faculty to aid in the Obama
Administration. Some of our other allies include the office of career services, the Environmental Law Review, and the
Environmental Law Program. Our typical audience consists of members of the ELS, ELR, and ELP, as well as other
environmentally-minded students; however, we occasionally reach a larger audience when we host events with wider appeal,
including our movie nights.
Lessons learned:
The base of students interested in environmental law has increased over the last several years, partly due to increased efforts
by the admissions office to bring in more environmental law students. Law students are very busy, and over-committed, and
only events that appeal to their self-interest will garner wide attention. Appealing factors include free food and alcohol.
Looking Ahead:
The ELS will continue its efforts to promote Green On-Campus Interviewing during the fall of 2009. We will continue with
our typical line-up of speakers and our advocacy group about climate change.
Desired information or support and possible sources, other challenges moving forward
The economic recession is an enormous challenge to attention toward environmental issues. The ELS would benefit from a
staff person in the office of career services or elsewhere who can help us run the Green On-Campus Interviewing program.
While we see the utility in receiving some form of updates on administrative progress, we believe that next year it would be
more useful for the HCC for a majority of meeting time to be dedicated to discussion and student responses.
Leadership, 2009 - 2010
Justin Olsson: jolsson@jd10.law.harvard.edu
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II. Member Group Reports, HLS and HMS

Harvard Medical School
Student Group Overview
Students for Environmental Awareness in Medicine (SEAM)
HCC Members
Erin Bettendorf MD Candidate 2012 (erin_Bettendorf@hms.harvard.edu)
Kelsey Smith MD Candidate 2012 (kelsey_smith@hms.harvard.edu)
Actions for the Year:
Climate Goal Kick-Off events at HMS to coincide with the week of Al Gore’s appearance on the Cambridge campus
• Screening of “An Inconvenient Truth” -- This dinner screening turned out to be a great way just to bring some
interested students together, particularly for the first-year class.
• Paul Epstein of the HMS “Center for Health and the Global Environment” gave talk helping Med Student frame
their role in climate change issues
o Medical students tend to be very focused on medicine, so this talk was important to bring the issue of
Climate Change to students. It was a big production with a mixed audience of students and faculty.
Longwood Area Task Force on Sustainability
HMS Students and representatives from facilities meet monthly to discuss event planning and sustainability initiatives
• Administrators from the education side and facilities side have been very supportive of green efforts and are
excellent partners
• These meetings have really done a great deal to increase student understanding of the school’s challenges as well as
to bring to light issues more obvious to students.
• The task force also holds focus groups with wider student body to facilitate better communication and gauge impact
of changes
Working with facilities to brainstorm and implement energy efficiency measures
• Building temperature controls being updated in response to student input
• CFL Exchange
• Green Laundry Facilities in dorm
• Freecycling: A Bi-annual event where students donate unwanted items and others may take what they want to use
• Single stream recycling
Increases in recycling use
Students collaborating on getting out information on the new system
Looking Ahead:
Increased collaboration with the School of Public Health, including advertising each other’s events, collaborating on events,
sharing information, etc.
For later this year:
Earth Day/Week
 We are working with Restaurant Associates to institute a discount for people who use reusable
mugs for coffee – to be rolled out this week hopefully
 Semi-annual Freecycling event, possibly on 4/23/09
• Sharing used office supplies, books, etc. among the HMS community
 Sustainability Road Show – 4/21/09
• Info tables for students about single stream recycling, green tips, shut-the-sash, CFL
swap, Restaurant Associates info, etc.
 Mount Trashmore
• Display showing the all of the recyclable materials thrown away during one week at
HMS in a large pile in a visible area
 Forum with facilities
• A chance for students to learn from and share ideas with the people who work behind
the scenes on sustainability at HMS
 Lunch talk by faculty or other speaker related to health care and the environment
Green Labs
• Lunch talk with first year students who will be working in labs this summer about ways to make
their labs more environmentally friendly
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Power Optimization
• New software is being installed in over 200 computers at HMS to decrease their power usage
• New copier settings are being piloted at various locations to determine if they save energy and are
efficient for staff
Dining Containers
• We are working with Restaurants Associates to provide plates/boats in addition to clamshell takeout containers for people eating in the building to help reduce waste
• We are working on providing or selling reusable Tupperware for use at the cafeterias
Desired information or support and possible sources; other challenges moving forward
• Suggestions for speakers
• We are trying to set up a meeting with Dr. Paul Epstein and others to discuss ideas for future speakers and
collaborations
Leadership, 2009 - 2010
Current leaders will continue until 12/2009
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II. Member Group Reports, HMS and SEAS

Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Science
Notes (Aron Chang, Spring Greeney): The SEAS has a situation similar to the GSAS, in which there are currently no existing student
environmental groups. Linda Liang and Josie McVitty have been the HCC reps from the SEAS. They have had the difficult task of
gauging student interest and engagement at a school with a less cohesive student body than those of other schools. With no school-wide
orientation or school-wide forums and gathering places, there is a corresponding dearth of activities and events shared by students, who
are internally focused on their individual labs and departments. There is, however, interest amongst students at the SEAS in achieving
sustainability and GHG reduction goals, even if there is no platform or vehicle through which such interest might be channeled into
student action. With that in mind, the HCC hopes that students within the SEAS can work towards the founding of an environmental
group suitable to the structure of the school and that speaks to the interests and concerns of the student body, in order to bring together
individuals to achieve the larger goals that are oftentimes only possible through group actions.
Finding representatives from SEAS has been a great challenge this year. Though the HCC contacted a number of interested
individuals, scheduling constraints have made very difficult their participation in the group. We are currently in communication with
our existing contacts to help ensure that we will be able to bring a pair of engaged SEAS students into the membership of the HCC next
year.
Green Teams:
Green Teams are small groups of staff, faculty, and students in a department, building, or office who work on projects to make
their office more sustainable.
Local Contact
Kate Zirpolo, kzirpolo@seas.harvard.edu, (617) 496-1460
Campus Greenhouse Gas Reduction:
Local Contact (for Laboratories): Lenny Solomon, solomon@huarp.harvard.edu, (617) 495-4215
NOTE: Lenny is looking for representatives from each lab (akin to the Safety Committee) to discuss ways to improve energy
efficiency, reduce energy use, and to conduct energy audits.
Local Contacts (for non-lab spaces and buildings):
Don Claflin, dclaflin@seas.harvard.edu, (617) 384-7205
Doug Gately, dgately@seas.harvard.edu, (617) 496-0928
Don and Doug are working on low-cost methods to improve efficiencies in buildings throughout SEAS (from more efficient
lighting to thermostats to friendly reminders about smart energy use). Please feel free to send your green ideas to them.
Local Contact:
Michael Patrick Rutter, mrutter@seas.harvard.edu, (617) 496-3815
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Harvard School of Public Health
Student Group Overview:
HSPH Environmental Health Student Club (EHC)
Founded 2007
Website: http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k33801&pageid=icb.page140718
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=24703084704
Officers (HCC members starred)
*Kevin Banahan (2009), President, HCC Rep (kbanahan@hsph.harvard.edu)
*Peter James (2012), Vice President, HCC Rep (pjames@hsph.harvard.edu)
*Julia Roos (2010), Outreach Chair, HCC Rep (jroos@hsph.harvard.edu)
Ramon Sanchez Pina (2009), Treasurer (rsanchez@hsph.harvard.edu)
Olivier Humblet (2010), Secretary (ohumblet@hsph.harvard.edu)
Tejaswini Kulkarni (2009), Communications Chair (tkulkarn@hsph.harvard.edu)
Andreas Neophytou (2012), Education Chair (aneophyt@hsph.harvard.edu)
Actions for the Year:
Our group formed as a means to engage students in environmental health issues outside of the class room. The three main
components of our club are: (1) Educational events such as lunchtime talks; (2) outreach and; (3) social events for student
networking. Outreach has involved establishing collaborative relationships to improve communication with other schools
and to increase student participation in sustainability initiatives.
“Spotlighted” Actions:
The event detailed below was the first in a speaker series on local sustainability issues around the Longwood Campus. By
coordinating with SEAM at the Medical School and the Office for Sustainability we attracted a diverse audience of students,
faculty and staff from both schools. As a result of this event and others, we are able to promote communication between
individuals that normally wouldn’t have the opportunity.
Sustainability on the Longwood Campus: Facilities Management at HSPH
Tuesday, Oct 28, 12:30-1:30pm, Kresge 502
From green laboratories to LED lighting to LEED-certified offices, Danny Beaudoin has worked diligently to pioneer
cutting-edge technology for energy efficiency at Harvard’s School of Public Health. Please join us for a lunchtime talk with
Mr. Beaudoin, Manager of Energy & Utilities at HSPH, to learn about the steps that the school is taking to reach Harvard’s
new sustainability goals for reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 30 percent below its 2006 baseline levels by 2016.
Allies:
•
•
•
•
•

Claire Berezowitz, Longwood Sustainability Coordinator, Harvard Office for Sustainability
HSPH EcoOpportunity Team
Department of Environmental Health
HSPH Office for Student Affairs
Students for Environmental Awareness in Medicine (SEAM), Harvard Medical School

Lessons Learned:
HSPH Operations and the EcoOpportunity Team have been implementing successful sustainability related programs
for years before our group was formed. There is much for the students to learn from this experience and share with other
student groups. In addition, by having student representation on the EcoOpportunity Team, we hope to provide valuable
input on behavioral change campaigns and further promotion of initiatives.
Looking Ahead:
Possible actions or collaborations for next year
• Continue to look for opportunities to hold interdisciplinary events with environmental groups at other schools.
For example, a “Green Schools” event in the planning stages involving HSPH, GSD and GSE students.
• Work with EcoOpportunity Team to incorporate Sustainability awareness into the program for the annual
incoming student orientation.
email: climatecollaborative@gmail.com
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Desired information or support
Information on the fuel mix that the Longwood Medical Area purchases so that we can calculate our true carbon emissions
and work to reduce these emissions
Leadership, 2009 - 2010
Peter James: pjames@hsph.harvard.edu
Julia Roos: jroos@hsph.harvard.edu
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III. Overview of Monthly 			
Meetings, 2008-2009
As described in the HCC proposal, the monthly meetings are critical to the mission of the group. The purpose of the
meetings has been to regularly convene student leaders from around the campus and to provide them with opportunities
to interact with each other, and to hear from invited administrators, key personnel, and other speakers. Through personal
face-to-face interactions, the student leaders have become acquainted with one another, fostered relationships with
administrators, and discovered opportunities for fruitful collaborations outside of the HCC.
The format for the meetings has been fairly consistent. Taking place on the last Monday of each month, each gathering
begins with a restating of the purpose of the HCC and introductions of the student representatives and the invited speakers.
This is followed by series of presentations by the invited speakers, as well as one or two of the student groups’ representatives
who speak to the efforts of their student groups at their schools. There is time for questions and discussion following the
presentations, which are typically no more than twelve minutes in duration.
Many of the representatives arrive early in order to chat with each other informally, and many stay after as well to share
thoughts and plan joint events. In general, the meetings have been productive events during which representatives learn
from each other’s experiences and efforts, share ideas, and place the environmental work happening at their respective
schools within the context of the efforts all of the student groups, the University as a whole, and the greater world of
environmental activism. The coordinators expect the meetings to continue as an important part of the HCC.
For the purposes of the Progress Report, this section begins with this year’s meeting schedule, and then each meeting is
described by theme, guest speakers, and key issues raised during the discussion. For complete meeting minutes and links to
the full speaker presentations, please see the archives of the HCC blog at www.harvardclimatecollaborative.wordpress.com.

Meeting Schedule, 2008-2009
10.27.08 “Fostering Engagement”
11.24.08 “Buildings, Energy, and Infrastructure”
12.15.08 “Students in Implementation”
1.28.09 “Feedback and Reflection”
2.23.09 “Finances and Implementation”
3.16.09 “Endowments”
25.4.2009 Earth Day
27.4.09 “Models for Next Year’s HCC”
11.5. 09 “Moving Forward”

10.27.08 “Fostering Engagement”
Guest Speakers: Professor William Clark, Harvard Kennedy School
Student Presenter: College representatives Karen MacKinnon and Gracie Brown, the Environmental Action Committee
(EAC)
Professor Clark kicked off the first official HCC meeting by providing an overview of the Task Force process which resulted
in Harvard’s remarkable reductions target for the University’s greenhouse gas emissions. He stressed that the effort was a
result of collaboration between students, administrators, and faculty, and listed a number key areas for student involvement:
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teaching and learning opportunities, hands-on experiences in the form of internships and research, student feedback,
reporting structures and accountability, and alumni outreach. The EAC followed with a presentation of student action at the
College along with an overview of the EAC’s primary goals and challenges, especially as the group shifts gears since some
of its recent objectives such as the GHG target have been achieved. These presentations were followed by a broader group
discussion in which the students shared ideas about how to best engage their classmates at their respective campuses.
11.24.08 “Buildings, Energy, and Infrastructure”
Guest Speakers: Tom Vautin (University Operations Services); Nathan Gauthier (Office for Sustainability)
Student Presenter: GSD representatives Dave Lewis and Shannon Simms, GSD Green Design
Tom Vautin presented on energy usage and some basic infrastructural issues at Harvard, and how Harvard is attempting to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by tackling “low-hanging fruit” such as inefficient power generation, heating, and cooling.
He emphasized the importance of the University’s building stock in considering energy use, as well as the importance
of monitoring and making data accessible to building occupants. Nathan Gauthier focused on green building practices
at Harvard, describing the way the University uses LEED standards and life-cycle costing, and how the Green Campus
Initiative’s website has become a green-building resource for outside parties as well. The GSD representatives shared some of
Green Design’s projects and events, including reusable mugs given to incoming students, composting, and also “supply swaps”
where students can reduce waste by exchanging materials and supplies. This idea has since been adopted by student groups
at other schools as well. In the ensuing discussion, Tom Vautin stressed the importance of reducing energy demands at the
consumer end, especially because inefficiencies along the energy supply chain mean that small reductions in usage result in far
greater reductions in energy production, and thus GHG emissions.
12.15.08 “Students in Implementation”
Guest speakers: Ed Forst (Executive VP, Harvard University); Heather Henriksen (Director, Office for Sustainability)
Student Presenter: HKS representatives Allison Myers and Andrew Foss, Energy & Environment Professional Interest
Council (EEPIC)
In his presentation, Ed Forst emphasized the need to keep moving forward after the great turnout and excitement of the
October 22nd Al Gore event. He described the effects of the economic crisis on the University’s endowment, and how the
situation meant that there would have to be a higher return threshold on investments. Students asked for more transparency
from the administration and also the integration of GHG implementation processes into the curriculum. Heather Henriksen
spoke about the University’s interactions with other universities as well as the role of the GHG/Sustainability Executive
Committee which meets monthly. The OFS has established working groups to tackle various aspects of sustainability,
from communications and marketing to offsets and renewable energy. She suggested that students could best focus their
energy and commitment on behavioral change by catalyzing a cultural shift, and on developing ideas for ways in which the
administration might best communicate with students. The HKS representatives spoke about some of the efforts of their
200+ member organization, including social activities, speakers, and career panels, as well as ways in which students work
with staff members through the HKS Green Team to implement occupancy sensors, the usage of green cleaning products,
zero-waste events, and other best practices around the HKS campus.
1.28.09 “Feedback and Reflection”
Guest Speakers: none (group discussion)
Student Presenters, HBS representatives Todd Orenstein and Garrett Smith
The January meeting began with a presentation by the HBS representatives, who shared some of the challenges of the lack of
coordination and proper prioritization in maximizing the impact of student involvement. HBS students, however, have been
able to push for substantial gains, including PV panels on Shad Hall, as well as an informal Sustainability Working Group that
brings together staff, faculty, and students to work together on activities and strategies for furthering environmental goals. The
HBS also has the luxury of greater resources compared to other schools, and are thus able to afford dedicated resources and
personnel such as a Sustainability Manager. The HCC then took this meeting to discuss and develop ideas for how to better
engage students in the GHG reduction process, ideas which were then compiled and shared with the Office for Sustainability.
The students were primarily concerned with the accessibility of information on the University’s sustainability efforts and
suggested more direct communications from top University administrators as well as comparable data across schools.
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Students also suggested possibilities for institutional change, including social entrepreneurship funds, for-credit options
such as internships with the OFS, January-term classes, and also “Interschool Charettes” in the weeks before fall classes
begin. Students also requested a checklist of key areas and items around which student environmental groups could plan
their initiatives and to locate concerns which have not yet been addressed at their schools. This document was developed in
the following weeks and can be found in Appendix C.
2.23.09 “Finances and Implementation”
Guest Speaker: Dan Shore (Harvard CFO and Vice President for Finance)
Student Presenters: HGSE representatives Lina Swislocki and Andrew Costigan, Sustainability Educators Coalition; HMS
representatives Erin Bettendorf and Kelsey, Students for Environmental Awareness in Medicine (SEAM)
CFO Dan Shore briefly described the ways in which the current financial crisis has affected the GHG goals, primarily by
slowing the pace of new projects. He pointed out that behavioral change is cheap relative to large capital projects. He
also spoke to the need for more data across the schools through monitoring and audits, as well as the creation of proper
incentives that would spur productive behavioral changes. Equally important is the visibility and embeddedness of the
GHG reduction goals and other environmental objectives in the culture and everyday life of students, whether through
fellowships and academics or through student activities. The HGSE representatives asked HCC members to brainstorm
ideas for how to create a sense of community across time at a school where most of the students are in attendance for merely
one year. They also spoke to the importance of moving the teaching of sustainability away from the scare tactics and purely
science-based approaches found today towards techniques which encourage pragmatic change and action. The HMS
representatives shared the “Sustainability Snapshot” which the HMS and the OFS jointly publish each year as an example
of how each school might share information with students and others about their efforts. SEAM has worked on initiatives
to reduce energy and materials waste in dorms, labs, and dining halls, and is also planning a meeting in May for first-year
students to equip students with the knowledge and tools with which they can help bring sustainable practices to the labs
(many off-campus) at which they typically work in their summers.
3.16.09 “Endowments”
Guest Speaker: Mark Orlowski, founder and executive director of the Sustainable Endowments Institute (SEI)
Student Presenters: HLS representatives Craig Altemose and Amy Lawrence, Environmental Law Society
HDS representatives Emma Crossen and Tiffany Curtis, ECODiv
As the author of the College Sustainability Report Card, Mark Orlowski has a broad perspective on the ways in which
institutions operate and how sustainability fits in their overall goals and operations. He shared some of his professional
experiences as well as the work he did as an undergraduate at Williams College to push that institution towards greater
endowment transparency. His work at the SEI is predicated on the fact that US and Canadian schools hold about $300
billion in endowments, and that as shareholders, these institutions have the ability to ask for significant changes in the
companies in which they are invested, through low-cost means such as shareholder resolutions. The HLS representatives
presented their on-campus events as well as their “Green On-Campus Interviewing” initiative, which has pushed a number
of firms to minimize the waste found in the typical employment process. The HDS representatives shared some of the
ways in which they have been able to accomplish a great deal with far less funding than many of the other student groups
represented in the HCC. Most recently, they founded a community garden on the HDS campus with the support of the
HDS landscaping crew, Facilities, and OEB. In addition to student CSA participation and conversation series, they are also
active in developing an intellectual understanding of the relationship between ecology and the practice of ministry in a way
that is particularly relevant to their specific field of study.

4. 25.4.2009 Earth Day
4.27.09 “Models for Next Year’s HCC”
5.11.5.09 “Moving Forward”
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IV. Conclusions
The Harvard Climate Collaborative’s first year has demonstrated to us as student participants the need for and the power of
such a group to help move the University towards achieving our shared emissions reduction goals. Transfer of knowledge
between students has helped spur collaborative events such as a joint GSD/HGSE lecture and workshop, and a social
element has arisen as well; our members have become a network of leaders working on a collective effort. The aggregation
of our school-specific knowledge and individual expertise has yielded important shared insights about communication and
cultural change that carry relevance across school boundaries. This networking and knowledge sharing has proven crucial to
galvanizing us as leaders, and will be an important part of spurring broader cultural change here at Harvard.
Further, we also come away with a more nuanced understanding of the challenges of communication and cultural change that
we will face in the coming years. Our role as a group must evolve in along with the institutional and intellectual environment
that surrounds us. We hope that future iterations of the HCC will expand to include a wider diversity of students, including
non-traditional environmental leaders, and that it continue to expand its role as a generator of ideas. We recognize that
achieving emissions reductions is very much a collective effort, as is defining and working towards sustainability more broadly.
This first year for the HCC and the early stages of the “greening” of Harvard demonstrate the benefits and opportunities
created through the joining of such diverse expertise. We look forward to working with administrators, staff, and faculty in
pushing the University towards its sustainability goals, by both engendering and complementing institutional and cultural
change across the campus.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Organizational Diagram
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Appendix B. Resource List
Harvard University Center for the Environment (HUCE)
• website: http://environment.harvard.edu/
• Director Dan Schrag: schrag@eps.harvard.edu
• Events Coordinator Lisa Matthews: lisa_matthews@harvard.edu
Office for Sustainability (OFS)
• website: http://green.harvard.edu/
• Director Heather Henriksen: heather_henriksen@harvard.edu
• Assistant Director Nathan Gauthier: nathan_gauthier@harvard.edu
• FAS Greenhouse Gas Reduction Program Manager Gosia Sklodowska: gosia_sklodowska@harvard.edu
• Undergraduate REP Coordinator Brandon Geller: brandon_geller@harvard.edu
• FAS Green Office Coordinator & Green Teams Coordinator Dara Olmsted: dara_olmsted@harvard.edu
Harvard Climate Collaborative (HCC)
• blog: (http://harvardclimatecollaborative.wordpress.com/)
• 2008-2009 co-coordinators Aron Chang and Spring Greeney permanent email addresses: aron.y.chang@gmail.com
and sgreeney@gmail.com
• membership list and contact information on following page
Harvard Energy and Environment Club (HEEC)
• website: http://www.hcs.harvard.edu/heec/
• please visit the HEEC website for links to the student groups represented in the HCC
2008-2009 Speakers
• Harvard Executive Vice President Ed Forst: ed_forst@harvard.edu
• Harvard CFO Dan Shore: dan_shore@harvard.edu
• HKS Professor Bill Clark: william_clark@harvard.edu
• Harvard University Operations Services Tom Vautin: thomas_vautin@harvard.edu
• Harvard Recycling Waste Manager Rob Gogan: rob_gogan@harvard.edu
• Sustainable Endowments Institute Director Mark Orlowski: Mark@endowmentinstitute.org
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HCC Membership and Contact Information

HCC coordinators

2008-2009
2009-2010

College

2008-2009 Reps.
2009-2010 Contacts

GSD

2008-2009 Reps.

2008-2009 Reps.
2009-2010 Contacts

HLS

2008-2009 Reps.
2009-2010 Contacts

HDS

aron.y.chang@gmail.com

Environment Society at Harvard

sgreeney@gmail.com

Environment Society at Harvard

Karen McKinnon ’10
Gracie Brown ‘11
Katie Walter
K. McKinnon and G. Brown

mckinnon@fas.harvard.edu

Environmental Action Committee (EAC)

lgbrown@fas.harvard.edu

EAC

walter@fas.harvard.edu
mckinnon@fas.harvard.edu
lgbrown@fas.harvard.edu

2009-2010 Contacts

HBS

Aron Chang ‘09 (GSD)
Spring Greeney ‘09 (College)
TBD

2008-2009 Reps.
2009-2010 Contacts

Shannon Simms ‘09
David Lewis ‘08
S. Simms

ssimms@gsd.harvard.edu

Green Design

dlewis@gsd.harvard.edu

Green Design

ssimms@gsd.harvard.edu

Green Design

Garrett Smith '09
Todd Orenstein '10
Evelyne White, tentative
T. Orenstein

gsmith@mba2009.hbs.edu

Business and Environment Club

torenstein@mba2010.hbs.edu

Student Association Senate

Amy Lawrence ‘10
Craig Altemose ‘10
Justin Olsson

alawrence@law.harvard.edu

Emma Crossen ‘09
Tiffany Curtis '11
Whittney Barth
E.Crossen and T. Curtis

ewhite@mba2010.hbs.edu
torenstein@mba2010.hbs.edu
Environmental Law Society (ELS)

caltemose@jd10.law.harvard.edu

ELS

jolsson@jd10.law.harvard.edu

ELS

ecrossen@hds.harvard.edu

EcoDiv

tcurtis@hds.harvard.edu

EcoDiv

wbarth@hds.harvard.edu
ecrossen@hds.harvard.edu
tcurtis@hds.harvard.edu

HKS

2008-2009 Reps.
2009-2010 Contacts

HMS

2008-2009 Reps.
2009-2010 Contacts

Andrew Foss ‘09
Allison Myers '10
A. Myers

andrew_foss@ksg09.harvard.edu

Energy & Environment Professional Interest Council (EEPIC)

allison_myers@ksg10.harvard.edu

EEPIC

Erin Bettendorf '12
Kelsey Smith '12
E. Bettendorf and K. Smith

Erin_Bettendorf@hms.harvard.edu

Students for Environmental Awareness in Medicine (SEAM)

Kelsey_Smith@hms.harvard.edu

SEAM

allison_myers@ksg10.harvard.edu

Erin_Bettendorf@hms.harvard.edu
Kelsey_Smith@hms.harvard.edu

HSPH

2008-2009 Reps.

2009-2010 Contacts

Kevin Banahan '09
Julia Roos '10
Peter James '12
J. Roos and P. James

KBANAHAN@hsph.harvard.edu

Environmental Health Student Club (EHC)

JROOS@hsph.harvard.edu

EHC

pjames@hsph.harvard.edu

EHC

JROOS@hsph.harvard.edu
pjames@hsph.harvard.edu

GSAS

2008-2009 Reps.

2009-2010 Contacts

SEAS

2008-2009 Reps.
2009-2010 Contacts

HGSE

2008-2009 Reps.

Stephen Jensen '12
Daniel Chandler
Moeko Yoshitomi '11
M. Yoshitomi

sjensen@fas.harvard.edu

N/A

danchandler86@googlemail.com

N/A

moeko@fas.harvard.edu

EPS Green Team and SEAS Green Team

Josie McVitty '09
Justin Parrella
TBD

j.mcvitty@gmail.com

N/A

parrella@fas.harvard.edu

N/A

Andrew Costigan '09
Lina Swislocki '09

apc309@mail.harvard.edu

The Sustainability Educators Coalition

pms776@mail.harvard.edu

The Sustainability Educators Coalition

Marty Leape
Charles Allen
TBD

mpleape@comcast.net

Green Committee

ceallen1@verizon.net

Green Committee

Nicole Renee Desantis '10
Jake Bowman '09
TBD

ndesant@fas.harvard.edu

The Harvard Extension Environmental Club (HEEC)

jakebo@gmail.com

HEEC

moeko@fas.harvard.edu

2009-2010 Contacts

HILR

2008-2009 Reps.
2009-2010 Contacts

Extension School

2008-2009 Reps.
2009-2010 Contacts
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Appendix C.

Harvard Climate Collaborative
SUGGESTED CHECKLIST
for student environmental leaders
Critical Issues and Potential for Student Action
HCC reps and student leaders may use these categories and suggested items as ways to organizefor
ideas as they and plan various initiatives at their respective schools, to see what concerns have not yet
been addressed, and to compare their work with that of student groups at other schools.
We make no pretensions to presenting an exhaustive nor universally-applicable list of suggested items,
but this provides students at least a point of departure.
Communications/Coordination
• institutional memory - record-keeping of events and notable initiatives at your school, ideas that
have been proposed, projects undertaken, successes and failures, challenges
• school-wide organizations - what groups are doing environmental work, who are key
administration, faculty, and staff; are there dedicated resources, OFS personnel, contact lists,
other working groups?
• contacts with facilities managers and staff - crucial for most projects
• annual reports, indicators, benchmarks - coordinated with the OFS and other schools?
• student involvement in campus-wide committees, planning, and organizations such as the HCC
GHG
•
•
•
•

power - ways to reduce power use (technical equipment, computers, habits, etc.)
lighting - motion sensors, dimmers, shading devices, etc.
HVAC systems - heating, cooling, ventilation - identify needs and opportunities for improvement
energy use in heating water: laundry, drying, showers

Materials
• recycling, trash reduction
• cleaning liquids and techniques
• supply exchanges
• events (waste-free?)
• waterless urinals, low-flush toilets
• move-in/move-out donation options (reuse)
Food and Drink
• composting in dining venues
• locally grown, organic produce
• catering practices
• condiments (individual packets vs. bulk)
• packaging, bottled water
Curriculum/Professional Interest
• class offerings
• professions development
• faculty/administrative interest and support
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Appendix D. HCC Founding Proposal

 The Harvard
Climate Collaborative
Students and Administrators Working Towards Emissions Reductions
Proposed by:
Aron Chang, GSD ’09
Spring Greeney, College ’09
Coordinators, Environment Society at Harvard

A Brief History
In February 2008, President Drew Faust convened a task force of Harvard staff, faculty, and students,
charging the group with recommending to her a reductions target for the University’s greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions. The Task Force met on a weekly basis for approximately 3 months and submitted
its Final Report to the President in June.2 After reviewing the report, President Faust announced that
she and the Deans of the various schools were committing the University to a 30 percent cut in baseline
2006 GHG emissions by 2016, with long term plans to foster “continuous improvement at the maximum
practicable rate.”3 President Faust emphasized the need for collective action on this urgent issue in
her announcement: “Every member of the Harvard community has a role to play in reducing our GHG
emissions – by conserving energy ourselves, by motivating others to do so, and by envisioning and
implementing new ideas that will contribute to our progress.”4

A Demonstrated Need
Emissions reductions will be achieved through a combination of institutional and individual behavior
changes. To this end, communication between students and staff is crucial: it will both foster a sense of
common purpose and allow for important knowledge-sharing between what remain largely autonomous
schools within the University. The Climate Collaborative will be this important communications network.
For administrators, it will be a forum in which they can discuss institutional-level changes—e.g.
conservation incentives, building retrofits—that might otherwise remain invisible to student populations;
these large-scale changes will demonstrate to students the level of administrative commitment to
such reductions. For students, the Climate Collaborative will serve as an important means of crossfertilization for successful student-run environmental initiatives; an energy conservation program
introduced by students at one school, for example, can and should be replicated by peers at Harvard’s
other schools. Further, such sharing of student projects will ensure accountability and demonstrate
to administrators the degree of student dedication to emissions reductions. Finally, the Climate
Collaborative will help address the challenge posed by such long term action within the context of a
relatively transient student population; this communications network and associated annual reporting
process will ensure a crucial level of continuity and institutional memory.

Statement of Purpose
The Harvard Climate Collaborative will serve as a University-recognized communication network that
brings together key student and administrative leaders to ensure continual knowledge-sharing, progress,
feedback, and accountability while working towards the 2016 reduction goal. The Collaborative will fill
the following crucial roles:

2
3
4

“Report of the Harvard University Task Force of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” June 2008.
President Drew Faust, “Statement on the Report of the Harvard Greenhouse Gas Task Force,” July 8, 2008.
Ibid.
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•

As a channel of communication between administrators and students:
o About proposed and completed reduction-related institutional changes
o About student-identified opportunities for further emissions reduction

•

As a channel of communication between student leaders at different schools:
o To encourage best practice knowledge-sharing between schools
o To provide accountability for action between student leaders
o To foster a sense of collective action and progress throughout the University

•

To ensure accountability and transparency in the ongoing reduction process
o Collective ownership over the emissions targets
o Feedback and encouragement between administrators and students

•

To focus Harvard’s human assets on this challenge
o The creation of such a high-level body will focus immediate and widespread University
attention on emissions reduction efforts and will provide an outlet for those with ambitions
to be positive influences at Harvard and beyond.

•

To ensure continuity and institutional memory in the face of continual student body
turnover
o Information will be passed to each new class of representatives via annual reports and a
well-maintained website.

Group Functioning
Membership selection
Membership shall consist of one to two students from each of Harvard’s schools. During the 2008-2009
school year, these individuals will be selected from within the Environment Society at Harvard [see below
for suggested student representatives] and will be invited to join the Collaborative in early October by
Environment Society coordinators Aron Chang and Spring Greeney. Membership in the Collaborative in
subsequent years will be determined by the Collaborative as it takes shape, particularly in the hopes that
this high-level and exciting position will soon attract individuals beyond traditional environmental spheres.
Suggested forms of selection include an open application process or selection by a board of students and
administrators.
Term
Each student representative in the Collaborative will serve for a year-long term beginning
August 1. Students can be approved to serve for multiple terms.
Meetings
Members of the Harvard Climate Collaborative will meet over dinner on the last Monday of every month.
Meeting will run from 6pm – 7:30pm in the Adams Senior Common Room. The invited guest speaker will
provide the group with an overview of current progress and future plans for emissions reductions in their
particular field of expertise during the first twenty minutes of the meeting. The following thirty minutes
will be devoted to discussion between the students and administrator(s), during which time questions,
concerns, and relevant information can be shared. Ten minutes will be used for a presentation by student
representatives and/or their invited guests (e.g. maintenance staff, dining hall managers) to discuss
current initiatives at these schools.
Responsibilities and expectations
Each school shall have one to two student representatives within the Climate Collaborative; should one of
these individuals need to miss a meeting, they will be responsible for finding a suitable substitute. These
student representatives will, on a rotating basis, present the members of the Collaborative with an update
about the environmental initiatives being undertaken at their respective school. Student presenters are
encouraged to bring in relevant faculty and/or staff members (building managers, lab managers, etc.) to
provide additional expertise. The schedule for these presentations shall be determined annually, no later
than by August 31 of the year.
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Student members will serve as a conduit between their represented student body and the University
administration. They are expected to remain abreast of the environmental initiatives undertaken at their
school and, further, are expected to transmit up-to-date information on institutional changes towards
emissions reduction targets back to their peers. They will establish themselves as active organizers
within their respective schools, providing their peers with reduction progress updates and working
closely with peers, facilities staff, and administrators to reduce their campus footprint.

Proposed budget, 2008 - 2009
Funding for the group’s functioning has generously been offered by the Harvard University Center for the
Environment (HUCE). We anticipate the following annual operating costs:
Monthly meeting attendance: 30 individuals (student reps + administrative affiliate, invited guest speaker)
Monthly meal budget: $480
Number of meetings annually: 8
Total annual food expenses: $ 3,840
Progress Report compilation, editing, and publication expenses: $1,200
Climate Collaborative website (blog): $300
TOTAL ANTICIPATED ANNUAL EXPENSES: $5340

Proposed membership, 2008 – 2009
Recognizing the need to begin this work from the outset of this academic year, we suggest direct
selection of student environmental leaders to serve as this year’s Collaborative representatives. We
propose the following individuals, selected for their demonstrated commitment and current leadership
positions in campus environmental groups.
College
Karen McKinnon ‘10
Gracie Brown ‘11

HILR
Marty Leape
Charles Allen

GSD
Shannon Simms ‘09
David Lewis ‘09

HKS
Andrew Foss ‘0
Jessie Ma ‘09

HBS
Mantazh Khanna ‘09
Paul Laszlo ‘09

HMS
Regan Johnson ‘09
Brian Bergmark ‘09

HLS
Amy Lawrence ‘10
Danica Anderson, ’10

HSPH
Kevin Banahan
Julia Roos

HDS
Emma Crossen ‘09

GSAS
Stephen Jensen

email: climatecollaborative@gmail.com

SEAS
Linda Liang
HILR
Marty Leape
Charles Allen
[Environment Society]
Aron Chang ‘09
Spring Greeney ‘09
Note: We are continuing to work at
identifying individuals from GSAS,
HSDM, SEAS, HGSE, the Radcliffe
Institute of Advanced Study, and the
Extension School in order to ensure
that all constituents are represented.
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Proposed schedule (2008 – 2009)
Early October: Invitations to student representatives sent by Environment Society coordinators
Chang and Spring Greeney

Aron

[October 22: Emissions Reduction Kick-off event with President Drew Faust and Al Gore (Tercentenary
Theater)]
Oct 27: Guest Speakers: Professor William Clark, Harvard Kennedy School
			
Thomas Vautin, University Operation Services
On the GHG Task Force process, baseline establishment, opportunities for student and faculty
involvement
Student presenter: College representatives
Nov 24: Guest Speakers: Gosia Sklodowska and Nathan Gauthier, Green Campus Initiative
On baseline determinations, HGCI resources and available information infrastructural and
operational changes
Student presenter: GSD, HDS representatives
Dec 15: Guest Speaker: Executive VP Edward Forst, Harvard University
			
Heather Henriksen, Harvard University Office of Sustainability
On HGCI resources and available information, and institutional changes at HGCI
Student presenter: HKS, HLS representatives
January 28: Guest Speaker: Dan Shore, Budgets and Financial Planning
Kasia Lundy, Office of the President
On financial institutional changes and opportunities for financial gain
Student presenter: HBS representatives
February 23: Guest Speaker: Richard Mills, Harvard Medical School
On challenges specific to the Longwood campus and opportunities for change
Student presenter: HMS, HSPH representatives
March 16: Guest Speaker: Philip Kreycik, Harvard Green Campus Initiative
On proposed and implemented laboratory changes
No student presenter; group work for the upcoming Earth Day celebration and Universitywide progress report.
April 25: Earth Day celebration
Student representatives responsible for event programming and for providing comprehensive
University-wide update of student progress
April 27: Guest Speaker: Kathy Spiegelman, on plans for the Allston expansion
No student presenter; group work on End-of-Year Progress Report
May 11: Final Meeting and Guest Speaker: Executive VP Edward Forst
Planning for the summer as well as setting goals for the next school year. Representatives
submit end-of-the-year Climate Collaborative Progress Report on the year’s challenges, successes, and
results to school administrations, school deans, and
President Faust. Report made available to all
members of the Harvard community.
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